
 

It's a cursed mountain—a hill in the limestone of India, with a top that will not settle. It's home to a forest full of cobras and an
Udungo tribe—the headman is also known as the Mountain Witch. The only way to make a living is by cutting down trees and
selling wood. But their life is interrupted when another man from nearby lands nearby with his own wooden statue, offering help
in return for protection from the witch that they've been destroying their dwellings. They're contracted by Kinjhite traders
passing through on their journey, offering them gold and cloth in exchange for protection from her wrathful powers. It seems
like a good deal. But Manjhi's wife betrays her, fearing the witch more than her husband. Eventually, he comes across a great
construction of stone, high above the mountain road. Back home, his wife is frantic with worry, but he can't be dissuaded from
finding out what this fortification is for. It's a fort of magnificent proportions—and it's not made by human hands... In 1971 ,
Manjhi was released as 'Managing Director', an independent film without producer or any other director listed. It was directed
by Arun Nayer, produced by Shyam Sunder and released on the banner of Prabhat Film Company.

The film's soundtrack consists of four songs , all composed by Ravi. Lyrics were penned by Anjaan Singh . " " Nominated for
MonoMono was nominated for Train on the Track Cinema Express was nominated for Train on the Track (Voting) It won two
Filmfare Awards in 1972 : Best Music Director (Ravi) and Best Music (Ravi). The film was selected for screening at the
following film festivals 

It was also screened at the Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Aakar Books has published "Manjhi- The Mountain Man", a graphic retelling of Manjhi's life by cartoonist Priya Kuriyan in
English, Hindi and Marathi. The book has been released on July 11 2016. Kagad 97.5 FM did a program on the life of Dashrath
Manjhi for an episode named 'Man of Steel' on 20 June 2013.  

The film was also covered in various magazines such as , , and 

"Manjhi" was released on YouTube in early 2010 by . The entire film is available in YouTube with the permission of the
filmmakers and publishers . The "Manjhi: Mountain Man Hindi Movie" in its entirety can be downloaded in YouTube. It has
also been arranged in two parts for easy watching and is in high definition (HD). 

The Manjhi soundtrack contains four songs; all composed by Ravi. The music director of the film, Ravi, has also sung a few
lines for one of the songs.
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